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ABSTRACT
Multiagent simulation extends the reach of game-theoretic
analysis to scenarios where payoff functions can be computed
from implemented agent strategies. However this approach
is limited by the exponential growth in game size relative
to the number of agents. Player reductions allow us to construct games with a small number of players that approximate very large symmetric games. We introduce deviationpreserving reduction, which generalizes and improves on existing methods by combining sensitivity to unilateral deviation with granular subsampling of the profile space. We
evaluate our method on several classes of random games
and show that deviation-preserving reduction performs better than prior methods at approximating full-game equilibria.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Game-theoretic analysis plays an increasingly prominent
role in research on understanding and designing multiagent
systems. Agent-based simulation offers the potential to increase the scope of applicability for game theory, beyond
those game scenarios that can be described straightforwardly
and solved analytically. In the simulation-based approach,
rather than directly express all payoffs for a game, the analyst describes an environment procedurally and then computes payoffs by simulation of agent interactions in that environment.
Simulation enables analysis of many rich strategic environments, but determining payoffs for a large game in this
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way may be prohibitively expensive. Straightforward estimation of a payoff function requires simulation of every
possible combination, or profile, of agent strategies. If the
environment is stochastic, then many simulation runs may
be necessary to obtain a reasonable estimate of even a single
profile. For multiagent interactions that extend over time, or
are otherwise complex, the computational cost of simulation
may severely limit the number of profiles—and therefore the
size of the game—that can be considered in such an analysis.
We focus for most of this paper on symmetric games, in
which all agents have the same set of available strategies and
payoffs depend only on the number of agents playing each
strategy, not on the specific identities of those agents. Formally, a symmetric game is a tuple Γ = (N, S, u), where N
is the number of agents, S is the set of strategies available
to all agents, and the utility function u(s, ~s) gives the payoff
to any agent playing strategy s in profile ~s. To conduct a
complete analysis of Γ, we require that u specifies payoffs
for all possible profiles. A symmetric
N agents
`
´ game with
and |S| strategies contains N +|S|−1
profiles.1 For a sense
N
of how great a burden this imposes, consider that a symmetric game with 15 agents and 15 strategies contains over
77 million profiles, so if estimating a profile’s payoff through
simulation required one second, constructing the full game
would take more than two years.
We seek to combat this exponential growth using a technique broadly known as player reduction. Player reductions approximate games with many agents by constructing smaller games that aggregate over those agents in some
way. Equilibria of the reduced game can then be viewed as
approximate equilibria of the full game.
As an example, consider trading in continuous double auctions (CDAs)—a problem of agent strategy that has been
extensively investigated through simulation. We review the
coverage of several studies that employed simulation to estimate payoff functions for purposes of game-theoretic or
evolutionary analysis. In the first empirical game analysis
of CDA strategy, Walsh et al. [15] analyzed a 20-player
game with three strategies. The 231 distinct profiles were
within their simulation budget, whereas adding just one
1
To see this, note that we can describe a profile in terms
how many agents play each strategy. Suppose an ordering
of strategies, and consider a representation that indicates
players by one symbol (.) and partitions by another (|). For
instance, with S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 } and N = 6, the profile
...|..||. has three agents playing s1 , two s2 , and one s4 . The
representation contains N + |S| − 1 total symbols, and the
choice of which N of them to make players (or equivalently,
choice of partitions) uniquely defines a profile.

more strategy would have entailed estimating 1540 more.
Vytelingum et al. [14] likewise considered a 20-player game,
though one that imposed symmetry only within the subgroups of 10 buyers and 10 sellers. Their study also compared three strategies, but for tractability and to facilitate
visualization of their evolutionary traces, they limited analysis to two strategies at a time, which requires 121 profiles
for each strategy pair and scenario combination.2 Phelps et
al. [8] covered up to four strategies, in a 12-agent simulation
employing another form of double auction mechanism (455
profiles). The study of Tesauro and Bredin [11] considered
as many as 44 trading agents with three different strategies,
but their analysis evaluated only profiles where agents were
evenly divided across two strategies. This selection is similar to a two-player reduction according to the hierarchical
method, as discussed below. Tesauro and Das [12] covered
five strategies for a 20-agent scenario, this time with a mix
of evenly-divided profiles and profiles where only one agent
deviates from a homogeneous profile. As we see below, this
is suggestive of the deviation-preserving reduction method
we introduce here. In by far the most comprehensive CDA
simulation study to date, Schvartzman and Wellman [10]
systematically evaluated 14 strategies in a 16-agent scenario.
This was rendered feasible only by virtue of their reduction
to a four-player game, comprising 2380 profiles as opposed
to 68 million in the unreduced game. Overall, we see that
many-agent simulation studies either adopt player reductions, or make do with very narrow strategy exploration.
In this paper, we propose and study deviation-preserving
reduction, which renders reduced-game equilibria more informative with respect to the full game. We start in Section 2 by reviewing existing methods for player reduction.
Section 3 introduces deviation-preserving reduction, and explains how our new method is designed to combine the best
aspects of its predecessors. Section 4 evaluates the reductions, and Section 5 shows how both our reduction and previous ones can be extended to games that are symmetric
only with respect to a partition of players into roles.

2.

BACKGROUND: PLAYER REDUCTION

Two methods for player reduction have been proposed in
the literature: hierarchical reduction [16], and twins reduction [4]. Both methods are defined with respect to symmetric games. They define a subset of the profiles in the given
(full ) game, and map the payoffs of these profiles to a payoff
function defined over a game with fewer players (the reduced
game). Analyses of the reduced game are then interpreted
as approximately applying to the full game.

2.1

Hierarchical Reduction

Of the two existing methods, hierarchical reduction is the
more extensively used [1, 5, 10]. Hierarchical reduction
works by grouping agents into coalitions that are constrained
to act together. One player in the reduced game selects an
action to be played by all agents in a coalition, and receives
the payoff to any agent playing that strategy. To capture
this formally, we
notation: a strat˙ introduce the following
¸
egy profile ~s = c1 ×s1 , . . . , c|S| ×s|S| of game Γ consists of
strategies si ∈ S and integer counts ci ≥ 0 for each strategy
P
such that |S|
i=1 ci = N . When ci = 0, we may omit it from
2
These same authors in earlier work [13] evaluated a 20player three-strategy CDA game.

the expression.
The hierarchical
reduction
of Γ to n < N players is defined
`
´
as HR n (Γ) = n, S, uHR , where
` ˙
¸´
uHR s, c1 ×s1 , . . . , c|S| ×s|S| =
„ fi
fl«
N
N
u s,
c1 ×s1 , . . . , c|S| ×s|S|
.
n
n
This definition follows previous applications of hierarchical
reduction in assuming that N is an integer multiple of n. In
our evaluation we employ a generalized version (described
in Section 4.1) that allows reduction to numbers of players
that do not evenly divide the number of agents in the full
game.
For illustration, consider a full game with N = 25 agents,
and a hierarchical reduction to n = 5 players. The action
of each reduced-game player is played by five agents in the
full game, so the reduced-game profile h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i
corresponds to the full-game profile h10×s1 , 5×s2 , 10×s3 i.
The main idea behind hierarchical reduction is that though
the payoff to a particular strategy generally varies with the
number of agents that play each strategy, it often can be expected to do so smoothly. Kearns and Mansour [6] formalize
a related condition called bounded influence to define a class
of compactly representable and solvable games. Whereas it
is easy to construct games that violate this assumption, in
many natural symmetric games, the payoffs are smooth in
this way.
However, HR n (Γ) lacks crucial information relevant to
Nash equilibria of Γ. In a Nash equilibrium of Γ, no individual agent can gain by deviating to another strategy, but the
hierarchical reduction contains no information about unilat-agent
eral deviations. In an equilibrium of HR n (Γ), no N
n
coalition can gain by all deviating to the same strategy, but
there are many cases in which these conditions differ substantially.
Consider a network formation game [3] in which agents
create links to one another. Agents gain from being in a
connected network, but incur a cost for each link they create. In such a game we can envision a full-game equilibrium
that is not an equilibrium of the reduced game, as well as a
reduced-game equilibrium that is not an equilibrium of the
full game. If network effects are large, but cost of creating links is high, there could be an equilibrium of the full
game where agents create no links. However, if several players are allowed to deviate together they may create a sufficiently dense network to overcome the link-creation cost:
this would be a beneficial deviation in the reduced game,
so the full-game equilibrium would not be found. Under
different parameters, there may be a spurious equilibrium
in the reduced game where all players contribute links to
the network, and no player can gain by deviating because if
all agents represented by one reduced-game player changed
strategies simultaneously, the network would collapse. On
the other hand, a unilaterally deviating agent in the full
game might have a much smaller impact and still receive
the network benefits while avoiding the link creation cost.

2.2

Twins Reduction

The natural solution to this problem is to incorporate information about the value of unilateral agent deviations into
the payoffs of the reduced game. Ficici et al. [4] propose a
method called twins reduction that takes a first step in this

direction. The twins reduction
of´a symmetric game3 is a 2`
TR
player game, TR(Γ) = 2, S, u
, where each player views
itself as controlling one agent in the full game, and the opponent as controlling all remaining agents:
` ˙
¸´
` ˙
¸´
uTR s, 1×s, 1×s0 = u s, 1×s, (N − 1)×s0 .
Note that the payoffs for the two strategies in a twins reduction profile h1×s, 1×s0 i, s 6= s0 , correspond to two different
profiles in the full game:
• h1×s, (N − 1)×s0 i and
• h(N − 1)×s, 1×s0 i,
but that the reduced game is still symmetric.
Ficici et al. [4] advocate constructing twins reduction
games not by explicitly simulating these full-game profiles,
but by sampling random profiles from the full game and determining the payoffs by linear regression on the number of
agents playing each strategy. We refer to this approach as
TR-R, where the second “R” stands for “regression”. We
consider the direct simulation approach a more appropriate
benchmark, but evaluate both methods in our experiments.
The advantage of the twins reduction is that it captures
information about individual agents’ incentives to deviate.
Its major disadvantage is that it is limited to two players,
and can therefore give only an extremely coarse-grained view
of the game. In general, a reduced-game representation will
have difficulty capturing equilibria of the full game that have
support size (number of distinct strategies played with positive probability) larger than n, the reduced number of players, as no profiles of the reduced game capture the interaction of all strategies in the support set. Since the twins
reduction (n = 2) never contains profiles where more than
two strategies are played, it is particularly restrained by this
limitation.

3.

DEVIATION-PRESERVING REDUCTION

We propose a new game reduction method that combines
the sensitivity to unilateral deviation afforded by twins reduction with the profile-space granularity of hierarchical reduction. We call this method deviation-preserving reduction.
In a deviation-preserving reduction game, each player views
itself as controlling a single agent in the full game, but views
the profile of opponent strategies in the reduced game as an
aggregation of
` all other´agents in the full game. Formally,
DPR n (Γ) = n, S, uDPR , where
uDPR (s, hc1 ×s1 , . . . , cs ×s, . . .i) =
»
–
fl«
„ fi
N −1
N −1
c1 ×s1 , . . . ,
(cs − 1) + 1 ×s, . . .
.
u s,
n−1
n−1
In a hierarchical reduction, the proportion of agents playing each strategy is the same in the full and reduced games.
Under deviation-preserving reduction, analogously, the proportion of opponents playing a strategy in the full and reduced games is the same from each player’s perspective. And
as in a twins reduction, each player in a deviation-preserving
3
The original definition [4] applies to a somewhat broader
class: role-symmetric games with identical strategies. In
Section 5 we describe how to extend player reductions, including twins reduction, to the entire class of role-symmetric
games.

Figure 1: Number of full-game profiles required to construct
reduced games (log scale), for |S| = 5.

reduction game is sensitive to the payoffs of exactly one
agent in the full game. As a consequence of this sensitivity to single agents, the deviation-preserving reduction game
can identify exact symmetric pure strategy equilibria of the
full game if they exist.
Proposition 1. A profile hn×si is a Nash equilibrium of
DPR n (Γ) if and only if the profile hN ×si is a Nash equilibrium of Γ.
Proof. The profile hn×si is a NE when uDPR (hn×si) ≥
u
(s, h(n − 1)×s, 1×s0 i) for all s0 ∈ S. This is the case
exactly when u (s, hN ×si) ≥ u (s, h(N − 1)×s, 1×s0 i) for all
s0 ∈ S.
DPR

This property also holds for twins reduction games, because the deviation preserving reduction is a strict generalization of the directed-sampling twins reduction: TR(Γ) =
DPR 2 (Γ).
To construct each profile’s payoffs in a deviation-preserving
reduction game, several profiles from the full game must be
simulated. Returning to the example of a 25-agent full game
and a 5-player reduced game, the profile h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i
in the deviation-preserving reduction game employs payoff
values from several profiles in the full game:
uDPR (s1 , h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i) = u(s1 , h7×s1 , 6×s2 , 12×s3 i)
uDPR (s2 , h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i) = u(s2 , h12×s1 , 1×s2 , 12×s3 i)
uDPR (s3 , h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i) = u(s3 , h12×s1 , 6×s2 , 7×s3 i)
Note that we again assume divisibility: in this case, n − 1
has to divide N − 1 for the aggregation of opponents to be
precise. As with hierarchical reduction, we can extend the
definition to reduced games with any number of players, as
described in Section 4.1. We quantify the number of profile
simulations required for deviation-preserving reduction in
the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Constructing DPR n (Γ = (N, S, u)) re`
´
quires simulating |S| n+|S|−2
full-game profiles.
n−1

Proof. In each profile of the deviation-preserving reduc−1
tion game, n − 1 of the players each control N
full-game
n−1
agents. The set of all such profiles can be viewed as an
(n − 1)-player symmetric game, so we know that there are
`n+|S|−2´
of them. Each of these profiles must be paired with
n−1
`
´
each s ∈ S, so |S| n+|S|−2
profiles must be simulated.
n−1
Proposition 2 shows that constructing DPR n (Γ) requires
simulating strictly more profiles than HR n (Γ), but by a factor of at most |S|. As we show in Section 4, the extra profiles comprising this constant factor can contribute to significantly improved accuracy. Even so, we would like to minimize the number of simulations required when possible, and
therefore also consider a variant of the deviation-preserving
reduction, which we call DPR 0 .
The idea behind DPR 0 is that many of the profiles simulated to construct a deviation-preserving reduction game
are quite similar. For example, in the 5-player deviationpreserving reduction of the 25-agent game, the payoff to
strategy s1 in the full-game profile ~sa = h7×s1 , 6×s2 , 12×s3 i
is employed in the reduced-game profile h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i.
The payoff for s2 in reduced-game profile h1×s1 , 2×s2 , 2×s3 i
is derived from ~sb = h6×s1 , 7×s2 , 12×s3 i, which differs
from ~sa only in that a single agent has switched from s1 to s2 ,
both of which are played by many other agents. If we believe
our assumption—inherited from hierarchical reduction—that
payoffs vary smoothly in the number of agents playing each
strategy, we should expect the payoffs to strategy s1 in profiles ~sa and ~sb to be very similar (likewise for s2 ), suggesting
that we could get away with simulating only one of the two.
0
0
Formally, DPR 0 (Γ) = (n, S, uDPR ), where uDPR is defined as follows. Let ~s = hcmin ×smin , . . . , cs ×s, . . .i, where
smin is the first strategy played by at least one agent. If
0
cs = 1 or cs = cmin , then uDPR (s, ~s) = uDPR (s, ~s). Other0
wise, uDPR (s, ~s) is given by
–
fl
fi»
N −1
N −1
cmin + 1 ×smin , . . . ,
(cs − 1)×s, . . . ).
u(s,
n−1
n−1
The result is that when DPR would prescribe simulation
of several profiles that differ only by deviation of a single
agent (and no strategy is played by only one agent), DPR 0
requires that only one be simulated. From among these
profiles, DPR 0 selects the one in which the lowest-numbered
strategy by which they differ is played most. In the example
above, payoffs
0

• uDPR (s1 , h2×s1 , 1×s2 , 2×s3 i) and
0

• uDPR (s2 , h1×s1 , 2×s2 , 2×s3 i)
both come from full-game profile h7×s1 , 6×s2 , 12×s3 i. The
savings in terms of profiles sampled are illustrated in Fig0
ure 1. In`that graph,
for DPR
follows the formula
´ the curve
`n+|S|−3
´
0
|Γ| = |S| n+|S|−2
−
(n
−
2)
.
DPR
always requires
n−1
n−1
more full-game profiles than HR, and fewer than DPR, except when n = 2, where both are equivalent to TR.

4.

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

The goal of a player reduction is to replace a full game that
is too large to effectively analyze with a more manageable
reduced game. To compare reduction methods, we therefore
need to evaluate how well analysis performed on a reduced

game translates back to the full game. This presents a problem for evaluation, in that full games of interest are too big
to effectively analyze. For example, in the simulated credit
network games discussed below, we construct 12-agent, 6strategy full games; we would like to analyze reductions of
60-agent games, but even with just six strategies, the full
game would consist of 8,259,888 profiles. We therefore compromise by reducing several types of medium-sized games to
very small ones. If one reduction consistently performs better in such cases, we take it as an indication that the same
will hold for reductions of very large games.

4.1

Regret of Reduced Game Equilibria

Numerous methods for analyzing games exist, but the
most important is finding Nash equilibria. Because player
reductions work with symmetric games, we evaluate them
primarily by how well symmetric mixed strategy Nash equilibria computed in the reduced game approximate symmetric mixed strategy equilibria of the full game. Our primary
measure for the quality of reduced-game equilibria is regret.
The regret (~σ ) of a symmetric mixed strategy profile ~σ , in
which all players play mixed strategy σ is the maximum gain
any player could achieve by deviating to a pure strategy:
(~σ ) = max u(s, ~σ−i ),
s∈S

where u(s, ~σ−i ) is the expected payoff to a player playing s
when all others play σ. A Nash equilibrium has zero regret,
but a symmetric mixed profile ~σ that is an equilibrium of
the reduced game will generally have have positive regret
with respect to the full game. Such a ~σ can be viewed as
an approximate, or (~σ )-Nash equilibrium of the full game,
where the lower the regret, the better the approximation.
However, we cannot simply compare the regret of equilibria from k-player reduced games under each method. The
first problem is that the number of players in a twins reduction game is not scalable. Moreover, since the goal of player
reduction is to simulate fewer profiles, the relevant comparison is not the number of players in the reduced game, but
the number of profiles required to construct it, and DPR k always requires sampling strictly more profiles than HR k . For
example, in the 12-agent 6-strategy game instances below,
|DPR 3 | = 126 = |HR 4 |. Because the directed-simulation
2
profiles, we comtwins reduction always requires |S| (|S|−1)
2
pare to TR by addressing the question of whether lower
regret can be achieved by a method that samples more profiles. Twins reduction with regression can use any set of
profiles; in our experiments we varied the size of the set over
a range similar to that required to construct the various reduced games.
Hierarchical reduction as defined by Wellman et al. [16]
requires that the number of reduced-game players n divide
the number of full-game agents N . By analogy, in our definition of deviation preserving reduction above, we assume
that n − 1 divides N − 1. In our experiments, we perform
reductions of both varieties where these conditions do not
hold. We extend the definition of HR n to allow indivisibility
as follows.
˙
¸
uHR (s, c1 ×s1 , . . . , c|S| ×s|S| ) =
fl
fi
N
N
u(s, b c1 + 1c×s1 , . . . , b cj+1 c×sj+1 , . . . ),
n
n
P N
where j = N − i b n ci c. That is, the number of opponents

(a) all reduction types

(b) rescaled to exclude regression-based twins reductions

Figure 2: Average full-game regret of reduced-game equilibria in local effect games. N = 12, |S| = 6, 2 ≤ n ≤ 8.
playing strategy si is the integral part of N
c , with extra
n i
player slots allocated one each to strategies with lower indices. For example, when we construct HR 5 of a game with
12 players, the reduced-game profile h1×s1 , 3×s2 , 1×s3 i corresponds to the full-game profile h3×s1 , 7×s2 , 2×s3 i. We
extend the definition of DPR n to handle indivisibility in a
similar manner.
We evaluate the reductions using two classes of random
games: congestion games [9], in which agents select a fixedsize subset of available facilities and payoffs are decreasing
in the number of agents choosing a facility; and local effect
games [7], which have a graph over actions and each action’s
payoff is a function of the number of agents choosing it and
adjacent actions. We randomly varied the payoff function
parameters of these games to create 250 game instances for
each test described below. We also evaluate on one simulated game class, based on a scenario of credit network formation [2]. In the model of credit networks employed in
this scenario, directed links represent credit issued to other
agents: agents wish to transact with one-another, but issuing credit bears risk in that debtors may default. In the
credit network formation game, payoffs are determined by
simulating a sequence of transactions and defaults on the
network induced by agent strategies. We sampled each profile of a 12-agent, 6-strategy credit network game 100 times,
and randomly recombined these samples to create 250 game
instances.
The first finding of note is that twins reduction performs
very poorly with linear regression. The top line in Figure 2a
shows the regret of equilibria found in TR-R games with
random sampling of profiles, which is an order of magnitude
worse than the HR, TR, DPR, and DPR 0 . Two observations led us to try the method labeled TR–DPR: first, that
sampling profiles according to uniform agent play leads to
a very low likelihood of observing payoffs for profiles where
most agents play the same strategy, and these are exactly
the profiles whose payoffs the regression estimates. Second,
simulating all the profiles for DPR or DPR 0 makes available
a substantial amount of payoff data that goes unused in constructing the reduced game. We therefore thought to try using all of the profiles simulated for the deviation-preserving
reduction as input to the linear regression of TR-R. As is
clear from Figure 2a, this improves very little on random
sampling.

In retrospect, it is not particularly surprising that approximating payoffs by linear regression performs so poorly: all
of our example games and most games requiring simulation
have nonlinear payoffs. A better regression model could potentially alleviate this problem, but choosing one requires
knowledge of the game’s payoff function that may not be
available when payoffs are determined by simulation. We
also ran TR-R and TR–DPR on each of the other game
classes, but the results are similarly poor, and are excluded
from subsequent figures.

Figure 3: Full-game regret of reduced-game equilibria in congestion games. N = 100, |S| = 2, 2 ≤ n ≤ 10.
Figures 2b, 3, and 4 show that deviation-preserving reduction outperforms hierarchical reduction and twins reduction
in a wide variety of settings. In 12-agent, 6-strategy local effect games, DPR is clearly better than HR, but the
comparison to DPR 0 is less conclusive. We were surprised
to find that hierarchical reduction would perform worse with
increased reduced-game size, which corresponds to increased
abstraction granularity. We note, however, that the 5, 7, and
8-player reduced games where HR performs poorly are exactly the cases where n does not divide N = 12. This also
leads us to observe that because 11 is prime, the deviationpreserving reduction never has the advantage n − 1 dividing N − 1, and yet consistently performs well. The results
from 12-agent, 6-strategy congestion games (not shown) are
broadly similar.

n
2
3
4
5
6

credit network
HR
DPR
3.72
1.49†
3.72
1.64†
3.72
1.60†
1.98*
1.54†
1.19†*
1.39

congestion
HR
DPR
1.68
0.39†
0.99* 0.17†*
1.05 0.10†*
1.10
0.08†
0.98
0.05†

local
HR
2.72
1.04*
0.98
1.01
0.85*

effect
DPR
0.45†
0.20†*
0.12†*
0.09†
0.08†

Table 1: Reduced versus full-game NE support set difference. * indicates significant difference between n and n − 1;
† indicates significant difference between HR n and DPR n .

Figure 4: Average full-game regret of reduced-game equilibria in credit network games. N = 12, |S| = 6, 2 ≤ n ≤ 8.

In an attempt to get at the effect of very substantial
player reductions, we created 100-agent, 2-strategy congestion games. The results in Figure 3 show clear separation between hierarchical reduction and both variants of deviationpreserving reduction, suggesting that as the number of players grows, the relative difference between DPR and DPR 0
may be smaller. Results for the 12-agent, 6-strategy credit
network game appear in Figure 4. Here again, DPR and
DPR 0 perform similarly, and better than HR.
Across all game classes and sizes examined (including those
not shown) deviation-preserving reduction of any given size
outperforms the hierarchical reduction with at least as many
profiles that is closest in size. This means that for any
size hierarchical reduction, there exists a better deviationpreserving reduction that requires simulating fewer profiles.
Virtually all of these differences are significant at p < 0.05;
the only exceptions are 4-player DPR versus 6-player HR
in the 12-player congestion game (Figure 3) and 12-player
credit network game (Figure 4). In addition, DPR 3 outperforms TR across all game classes; the difference is significant
at p < 0.05 in all cases except the credit network game. The
difference between DPR 4 and TR is significant in all cases.

4.2

Comparison to Full-Game Equilibria

We also compared reduced-game equilibria under HR and
DPR to equilibria from 12-player, 6-strategy full games using two metrics: similarity of support sets, and L2 distance
between distributions. Table 1 shows the number of strategies by which the support sets of full and reduced-game
equilibria differ. Here, we consider a strategy to be in the
support of a symmetric -Nash equilibrium if it is played
with probability 0.01 or greater. In nearly all cases support
sets of DPR n match match those of full-game equilibria significantly (p < 0.05) better than both HR n and HR n+1 .
In addition, for congestion games and local effect games,
DPR >2 significantly outperforms TR, whereas in credit network games, there is no significant difference between TR
and DPR.
Table 2 presents a similar message, but in terms of the
L2 distances between the mixed strategy distributions in
full and reduced-game equilibria. Again, DPR is significantly better than HR and TR for congestion and local
effect games, while performing similarly on credit network
games. As in Section 4.1, in these experiments, we compute

n
2
3
4
5
6

credit network
HR
DPR
0.713
0.703
0.764* 0.690†
0.860
0.640†
0.643*
0.641
0.467†* 0.564*

congestion
HR
DPR
0.435
0.069†
0.141* 0.039†*
0.117* 0.022†*
0.141 0.019†*
0.099* 0.018†

local
HR
0.503
0.154*
0.117*
0.144
0.088*

effect
DPR
0.128†
0.064†*
0.037†*
0.027†*
0.026†

Table 2: Reduced versus full-game NE distribution L2 distance. * indicates significant difference between n and n − 1;
† indicates significant difference between HR n and DPR n .

one symmetric mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium per game
by running replicator dynamics initialized to the uniform
mixture.

4.3

Dominated Strategies

Another useful operation in the analysis of simulationbased games is to check for dominated strategies. A dominated strategy is one that no agent should ever play because there is an alternative strategy that is at least as good
in response to any profile of opponent strategies. We ran
experiments on 12-agent, 6-strategy congestion and credit
network games (250 each), comparing the set of strategies
that remain after iterated elimination of strictly dominated
strategies in the full game against those that remain in 2,
4, and 6-player reduced games. We observed that DPR and
DPR 0 produced very similar results, and that both improved
over hierarchical and twins reduction. Figures 5 and 6 show
histograms of the number of strategies eliminated in reduced
games but not eliminated in full games.
In congestion games (Figure 5), twins reduction and both
forms of deviation-preserving outperform hierarchical reduction, eliminating fewer strategies in the reduced game that
survive in the full game, even when hierarchical reduction
samples vastly more profiles. These congestion games often
exhibit dominated strategies in the full game, but we almost never observed strategies surviving in reduced games
that are dominated in the full game.
In credit network games (Figure 6), no strategies are dominated in the full game, but in the twins reduction game,
many strategies are eliminated. Moving to DPR 4 or DPR 04
solves this problem almost entirely. These experiments also
confirm that for all reduction types, increasing the number
of players in the reduced game reduces the number of strategies erroneously found to be dominated.

5.

ROLE-SYMMETRIC GAMES

We can smoothly relax the constraint that games be fully

(a) HR 2 (21 profiles)

(b) HR 4 (126 profiles)

(c) TR ≡ DPR 2 ≡ DPR 02 (36 profiles)

Figure 5: Histograms showing the number of strategies surviving iterated elimination of dominated strategies in full but not
reduced congestion games. N = 12, |S| = 6, 250 random games. TR ≡ DPR 2 outperforms HR, sampling far fewer profiles.

(a) TR ≡ DPR 2 ≡ DPR 02 (36 profiles)

(b) DPR 04 (336 profiles)

Figure 6: Histograms showing the number of strategies surviving iterated elimination of dominated strategies in full but not
reduced credit network games. N = 12, |S| = 6, 250 sample games. DPR 04 avoids the aggressive elimination occurring in TR.
symmetric by assigning agents to roles, and enforcing symmetry only within these roles. Across roles, agents’ strategy sets and payoffs can differ, but within a role, they are
symmetric. Formally, a role-symmetric game is a tuple Γ =
({Ni }, {Si }, u), where the number of agents with role i is Ni ,
and agents with role i have strategy set Si . Role-symmetric
games provide a natural model for many settings where
agents can be partitioned into meaningful categories, such
as buyers and sellers in a market, or attackers and defenders
in a security game. Role symmetry imposes no loss of generality on normal-form games, spanning the spectrum from
complete asymmetry (each player has its own role) to full
symmetry (a single role for everyone).
All of the player reduction methods discussed here can be
straightforwardly extended to role-symmetric games. Consider for example the 20-agent continuous double auction
study of Vytelingum et al. [14] with N1 = 10 buyers and
N2 = 10 sellers. Instead of choosing n, the number of players
in the reduced game, we must choose each {ni }, the number
of players with each role in the reduced game.
To perform a hierarchical reduction, a natural choice would
be n1 = n2 = 2. This would involve simulating all profiles
where 0, 5, or 10 agents play each buyer strategy, and a
multiple of five agents likewise play each seller strategy.
With twins reduction, there are two players per role. Each

player views itself as controlling a single agent, and the other
player with the same role as controlling nine agents. It views
the two other-role players as each representing half the ten
agents with that role, so in the reduced-game profile
h1×s1.1 , 1×s1.2 , 1×s2.1 , 1×s2.2 i ,
the payoff to buyer 1, who plays s1.1 , comes from full-game
profile
h1×s1.1 , 9×s1.2 , 5×s2.1 , 5×s2.2 i .
The deviation-preserving reduction extends the twins reduction to more than two reduced-game players per role,
maintaining the view that a reduced-game player controls a
single agent, while the other players with the same role aggregate over the rest of the agents with that role, and players
with another role aggregate over all agents with their role.
With either hierarchical reduction or deviation-preserving
reduction, it would be possible to choose ni 6= nj if different
granularity of reduction were desired for different roles.
This extension to role-symmetric games encompasses the
broader class over which Ficici et al. [4] define the twins
reduction. The clustering method by which they aggregate
agents induces a role-symmetric game that restricts all roles
to have the same strategy set (but allows different payoffs).
They mention but do not develop the idea that the twins
reduction might extend to role-symmetric games. To our

knowledge, hierarchical reduction has not been applied to
role-symmetric games.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Our new player reduction method, deviation-preserving
reduction, combines the most appealing aspects of hierarchical reduction and twins reduction. It also performs better than both prior methods experimentally: equilibria from
DPR games have lower full-game regret and more closely resemble full-game equilibria, even when sampling fewer fullgame profiles. In addition, performing iterated elimination
of dominated strategies on deviation-preserving reduction
games stays more faithful to the full game compared to other
player reductions. Our alternative DPR 0 formulation performs reasonably well in the same tests. The simulation
savings from DPR 0 are greatest when the reduced game has
many players but few strategies, so DPR 0 may prove useful in such cases. Though it may not be obvious how to
choose between DPR and DPR 0 , the evidence is quite compelling that deviation-preserving reduction is the best available player reduction method for analyzing large simulationbased games.

7.
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